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ABSTRACT
A simple kind of strategy annotations is investigated, giving rise to a lass of strategies, in luding leftmostinnermost. It is shown that under ertain restri tions, an interpreter an be written whi h omputes the normal
form of a term in a bottom-up traversal. The main ontribution is a orre tness proof of this interpreter.
Furthermore, a default strategy is provided, alled just-in-time, whi h satis es the riteria for the interpreter.
The just-in-time strategy has a better termination behaviour than innermost rewriting for many interesting
examples.
2000 Mathemati s Subje t Classi ation: 68N18, 68Q42, 68Q65, 68W30
Keywords and Phrases: term rewrite systems, TRS, strategy annotations, interpreter, normalization
Note: Resear h arried out in SEN 2: Spe i ation and analysis of embedded systems.

1. Introdu tion
A term rewrite system (TRS) is a set of dire ted equations. A term is evaluated by repeatedly repla ing
a subterm that is an instan e of the left-hand side of an equation (a redex) by the orresponding
instan e of the right-hand side (the redu t) until a term is rea hed whi h ontains no redex (a normal
form). Be ause a term an have many redexes, an implementation has to follow a ertain strategy,
that tells at any moment whi h redex should be hosen. A strategy is often hosen for its eÆ ien y:
following a good strategy results in short rewrite sequen es. A smart strategy may even avoid in nite
omputations.
For an a tual interpreter, one must also take into a ount the osts of nding the next redex. This
is the reason that many systems implement leftmost-innermost rewriting, although this may produ e
relatively long redu tion sequen es, and has a bad termination behaviour [9℄. We will use annotations
as a simple way to spe ify strategies. The ontribution of this paper is to show that for this lass of
strategies (whi h in ludes leftmost-innermost), it is still easy to nd the next redex.

Strategy Annotations. Consider the following term rewrite system (TRS), where if , T and F
are fun tion symbols, b, x, y are variables, and with three rules named , and :
: if (T; x; y )
: if (F; x; y )
: if (b; x; x)

7! x
7! y
7! x

A natural way of normalizing the term if (p; q; r) is to rst normalize p, and then try rule or .
This pro edure avoids unne essary redu tions inside q or r. In some ases, this ould even prevent
non-terminating omputations. If the rst argument doesn't redu e to T or F (for instan e be ause
p is an open term, or be ause the term rewrite system is in omplete), the se ond and third argument
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must be normalized, and nally the last rule is tried. The sket hed pro edure an be very on isely
represented by the following strategy annotation for if :

strat(if ) = [1; ; ; 2; 3; ℄:
We say that rule and need the rst argument, be ause they mat h on it. Rule needs the se ond
and third arguments, be ause it ompares them. We say that the annotation is in-time be ause the
arguments of if are evaluated before the rules whi h need them are tried. We say that this annotation
is full be ause all argument positions and rules for if o ur in it.
Another full and in-time annotation for if would be [1; 2; 3; ; ; ℄, denoting the left-most innermost
strategy. We will de ne a default strategy, whi h evaluates all its arguments from left to right, and
tries to apply a rule as soon as its needed arguments are evaluated. We all this default strategy the
just-in-time strategy. Note that strat (if ) is the just-in-time strategy.

Contribution. We de ne a normalizing fun tion norm (t), whi h normalizes a term a ording to
a strategy annotation for all fun tion symbols. It traverses the term on e, and omputes its normal
form in a bottom-up fashion. If a redex is found at a ertain position, it is repla ed and the sear h
pro eeds at the same position. This fun tion has been used as a design to build an a tual interpreter
in the programming language C.
We prove that if the strategy annotation is full and in-time, and norm (t) = s, then s is a normal
form of t. The proof yields some extra information: although norm ontinues at the position where
the previous redex was found, it is equivalent to a parti ular memory-less strategy. This means that
the hosen redex depends on the term only, and not on previous redu tion steps. Moreover, norm (t)
follows this strategy even for in nite redu tion sequen es.
A default strategy annotation ( alled just-in-time) that is full and in-time an be omputed automati ally, and is satisfa tory for many fun tion de nitions, in luding if-then-else and the boolean
onne tives onjun tion and disjun tion.
Our results apply to any TRS without restri tions. Of ourse, for non-terminating TRSs the
interpreter need not terminate, and for non- on uent TRSs the normal form need not be unique
and the interpreter will nd only one.
Related Work. In [13℄ a survey of strategies in term rewriting is given. The fo us is on normalizing
strategies for orthogonal systems. A strategy is normalizing if it nds a normal form whenever one
exists. Orthogonality is a synta ti riterion whi h ensures on uen e. For non-orthogonal systems a
theory on normalizing strategies doesn't exist. Our theory is independent of this work: our strategies
are not normalizing in general, but our theory applies to non-orthogonal term rewriting systems as
well.
Many rewrite (logi ) implementations allow the user to spe ify a strategy. ELAN [2, 3℄ was the rst
rewrite implementation, where users an de ne their own strategies. Rewrite rules are viewed as basi
strategies, that an be omposed by sequential, alternative and onditional omposition. Me hanisms
to ontrol non-determinism are also present. In Maude [6, 7℄ strategies an be de ned inside the logi ,
thanks to the re e tion prin iple of rewrite logi . Stratego [17℄ in orporates re ursive strategies and
general traversal patterns. It was shown [14℄ how these an be de ned inside ASF+SDF [5, 4℄.
All mentioned strategy languages are far ri her than the annotations studied in our paper. However,
these strategies are not always omplete, in the sense that a strategy an terminate without rea hing
a normal form of the TRS. Those systems advo ate a separation between omputations (rules) and
ontrol (strategies). By writing strategies the user an freely hoose when the rules are applied.
Important appli ations are the spe i ation of program transformations. As far as we know, no
analysis exists whether sub lasses of these strategies are omplete, whi h is an important issue if one
is interested in normal forms.
Members of the OBJ-family [11, 15℄ have strategy annotations that are similar to the ones dis ussed
in our paper. In OBJ an annotation is a list of integers. Similar to us, +i denotes the normalization
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of the i-th's argument. There are two di eren es. First, instead of mentioning rules individually
(our , ), OBJ uses 0 to denote a redu tion at top level with any rule. As a onsequen e, in OBJ
the only omplete annotation for the three if -rules mentioned before is the strategy [1; 2; 3; 0℄, whi h
orresponds to innermost rewriting. The se ond di eren e is that OBJ allows i, denoting that
argument i is only normalized on demand (i.e. if it is needed for mat hing with another rule). Su h
annotations spe ify lazy rewriting, whi h we have not studied.
The default strategy of CafeOBJ is similar to our just-in-time annotation. We ite from [15, p.
83℄: For ea h argument, evaluate the argument before the whole term, if there is a rewrite rule that
de nes the operator su h that, in the pla e of the argument, a non-variable term appears. We added
to this: \or if in the pla e of the argument, a non-left-linear variable o urs". This extra ondition is
ne essary for obtaining the ompleteness result of our paper.
It is not lear from [11, 15℄ whether the OBJ-systems he k the ompleteness of the user-provided
annotation. In [16℄ onditions for ompleteness of OBJ-annotations are studied. There work on
non-lazy annotations an be ompared to our work. In a separate orre tion, those authors indi ate
that their result doesn't hold for non-left-linear TRSs. Our results hold for all TRSs. Moreover, our
onditions on strategy annotations are weaker: the onditions for the annotations of symbol f only
depend on rules whose left hand sides have head symbol f . In [16℄, the annotation f : [0; 1℄ is not
allowed in the presen e of a left-hand side g (f ( )), where is onstant. Furthermore, our orre tness
proof provides the extra information that the interpreter follows a ertain memory-less strategy, even
in ase of divergen e.

A knowledgements. The strategy annotations of this paper date ba k to ideas of Jasper Kamperman and Pum Walters around 1996. At that time we tried a orre tness proof along the lines
of [10, 8, 9℄, whi h failed. After a re ent implementation of this strategy I tried a new proof of orre tness. I thank Stefan Blom, Mark van den Brand, Jozef Hooman, Bas Luttik, Vin ent van Oostrom
and Hans Zantema for inspiring dis ussions and helpful hints.

2. Basi De nitions and Result
2.1 Preliminaries

We take standard de nitions from term rewriting [13, 1℄. We presuppose a set of variables, and
fun tion symbols (f ), ea h expe ting a xed number of arguments, denoted by arity (f ). Terms are
either variables (x) or a fun tion symbol f applied to n terms, denoted f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ), where n is the
arity of f . With head (t) we denote the topmost fun tion symbol of t.
A positions (p, q ) is a string of integers. By " we denote the empty string. With tjp we denote
the subterm of t at position p, whi h is only well-de ned if p is a position in t (see [1℄ for a formal
de nition). In that ase, tj" = t and f (t1 ; : : : ; tn )ji:p = ti jp . With t[s℄p we denote the term t in whi h
tjp is repla ed by s. We write p  q if p is a pre x of q (i.e. p:p = q for some p ).
A rewrite rule is a pair of terms l 7! r, where l is not a variable, and all variables o urring in r
o ur in l as well. A term rewrite system (TRS) is a set of rewrite rules. A substitution is a mapping
from variables to terms, and with t we denote the term t with all variables x repla ed by  (x). A
TRS R indu es a rewrite relation on terms as follows: t !R t[r ℄p if and only if tjp = l for some rule
l 7! r 2 R. Note that p and r identify the step to be taken. In this paper, (p; r ) is alled a redex
in t. A normal form is a term t whi h ontains no redex.
0

0
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2.2 Strategy Annotations and Strategies

A strategy annotation for a fun tion symbol f in TRS R is a list whose elements an be either




a number i, with 1  i  arity (f ); or

a rule l 7! r 2 R, su h that head (l) = f .

Without loss of generality, we will assume that an annotation has no dupli ates, i.e. ea h i o urs at
most on e. We write [℄ for the empty annotation and [xjL℄ for the annotation with head x and tail L.
In the sequel i; j; k will range over argument positions, and ; ; over rewrite rules. So [ijL℄ starts
with a natural number and [ jL℄ with a rewrite rule.
An index i is needed for a left hand side f (l1 ; : : : ; ln ), if li is not a variable, or if it is a variable
whi h o urs in lj , for i 6= j . A strategy annotation L is full for f , if for ea h i with 1  i  arity (f ),
i 2 L and for ea h rule : l 7! r 2 R with head (l) = f , 2 L. A strategy annotation L is in-time, if
for any and i su h that L = L1 L2 iL3 , i is not needed for . In a full and in-time annotation all
needed positions for o ur before . The distinguishing feature of the notion of needed is as follows:

Lemma 1 Let l = f (l1 ; : : : ; ln ) and let argument i be not needed for l. If t = l for some , then for
any s, t[s℄i = l for some .
Proof: For some , t = l = f (l1 ; : : : ; ln ). Be ause i is not needed for l, li is a variable. Let
 = [li := s℄. As i is not needed, li doesn't o ur in lj (for j 6= i), so lj = lj , and li = s. Hen e
l = t[s℄i .
2
We now de ne the strategy asso iated to a strategy annotation. A strategy1 an be viewed as a
partial fun tion that given a term t, yields a redex, i.e. a pair (q; s) su h that tjq = l and s = r for
some rule l 7! r and substitution  . In this ase t !R t[s℄q . Alternatively the fun tion may yield ?
(unde ned { no redex found). A omplete strategy yields ? on t only if t is a normal form.
In the sequel, a xed TRS R is supposed, with a xed strategy annotation strat . We write strat (t) as
an abbreviation of strat (head (t)), i.e. the strategy annotation of its head symbol, where strat (x) = [℄
for variables x. We say that strat is full (in-time) if strat (f ) is full (in-time) for all symbols f . Next
we de ne redex1 (t), whi h omputes a redex in t to be ontra ted a ording to strat :

De nition 2 redex1 (t) = redex1 (t; strat (t)), where:
redex1 (t; [℄) =
redex1 (t; [l 7! rjL℄) =
redex1 (t; [ijL℄) =

?8

< if t = l for some 
then ("; r )
:
else
1 (t; L)
8 if redexredex
<
1 (tji ) = (q; s) for some q , s
(i:q; s)
: then
else redex1 (t; L)

The de nition pro eeds by indu tion on t and the strategy-annotation L. In ea h re ursive all,
either the term t gets smaller, or it remains equal and the list L gets smaller. Therefore this fun tion
terminates either in (q; s) or in ?. We now show that for full annotations, the asso iated strategy is
omplete:

Proposition 3 If strat is full and redex1 (t) = ?, then t is a normal form
Proof: The proof is with indu tion on t. Assume that t is not in normal form. Then it ontains a
redex, either at top level, or in a proper subterm. We distinguish these two ases:
1 This overs deterministi , one-step, memory-less strategies only.
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Assume that t = l for some rule : l 7! r. Then, by indu tion on L one an show: \if
2 L then redex1 (t; L) is de ned". By fullness, 2 strat (t), so redex1 (t) = redex1 (t; strat (t))
is de ned.

Assume that tji ontains a redex. Then using the indu tion hypothesis, one an show with
indu tion on L: \if i 2 L, then redex1 (t; L) is de ned". By fullness, i 2 strat (t), so redex1 (t) =
redex1 (t; strat (t)) is de ned.
2

2.3 Problem Statement

Given the strategy, the asso iated redu tion sequen e an be de ned as follows:
8 if redex (t) = (q; s) for some q, s
<
1
then t :: seq 1 (t[s℄q )
seq 1 (t) =

:

else hti

By the previous proposition, a normal form an be obtained as last(seq 1 (t)) (for in nite sequen es
this is unde ned). The omputational drawba k is that after ea h step the whole term t[s℄q must be
traversed to nd the next redex. This repeats a lot of work of the previous step. It would be ni e
if the sear h ould be ontinued at position q . Therefore we propose the following partial fun tion,
norm (t), whi h tries to nd a normal form of t, a ording to the xed strategy annotation strat . We
view this fun tion as the design for an interpreter.

De nition 4 norm (t) = norm (t; strat (t)), where:
norm (t; [℄) = 8
t

< if t = l for some
then norm (r )
norm (t; [l 7! r jL℄) =
: else norm (t; L)
norm (t; [ijL℄) = norm (t[norm (tji )℄i ; L)
Avoiding position-notation, the last lause an be written alternatively as
norm (f (t1 ; : : : ; ti ; : : : ; tn ); [ijL℄) = norm (f (t1 ; : : : ; norm (ti ); : : : ; tn ); L).
If t is a non-terminating term, norm (t) might diverge, in whi h ase it is unde ned. The next
se tion is devoted to the te hni al ore of this paper, viz. orre tness of norm . That is, we must prove
Theorem 5 If strat is in-time, then norm (t) = last(seq 1 (t)).
This follows immediately from Propositions 6 and 12. In ombination with Propositions 3, we obtain
that for full and in-time strategies, if norm (t) = s, then s is a normal form.
2.4 Counter examples

It may be illustrative to show why the onditions on annotations are needed. Consider the system
with three if -rules from the introdu tion, and an additional rule T ^ T 7! T .
The strategy-annotation [ ; ; 1; 2; 3; ℄ is not in-time, be ause mat hes on the rst argument.
Consider the term if (T ^ T; x; y ). Rule and are not immediately appli able. After redu tion of
T ^ T , and will not be tried again. So under this annotation, norm (if (T ^ T; x; y)) = if (T; x; y),
whi h is not normal. Similarly, [1; ; ; ; 2; 3℄ is not in-time, be ause is non-linear in its se ond and
third argument. Under this annotation, norm (if (x; T ^ T; T )) = if (x; T; T ). This is not normal, due
to the fa t that was tried too early. Finally, [ ; ; 2; 3; ℄ is not full, be ause argument position 1 is
missing. Under this annotation norm (if (T ^ T; x; y )) = if (T ^ T; x; y ), whi h is not normal.
These examples show that the onditions annot be dropped in general. In ertain ases they
ould be weakened. For instan e in : f (x) 7! g (x), the annotation [ ℄ is not full, but this is
harmless be ause applies to any term with head symbol f . This weakening is inessential, be ause
the behaviour of the interpreter is exa tly the same as with the full strategy [ ; 1℄.
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3. Corre tness Proof
The proof has two distin t parts. First we identify the series of redexes ontra ted by norm . This
is not straightforward due to its doubly re ursive de nition. By program transformation we nd an
equivalent fun tion norm 2 , where the double re ursion is eliminated in favour of a sta k ontaining
the return points. From this de nition the series of redexes an be easily extra ted (Se tion 3.1).
At rst sight, norm doesn't follow a memory-less strategy, be ause after nding a redex at position
q, it ontinues its sear h from q onwards. Therefore, the redex-fun tion depends on a state, S . The
redex fun tion will be of the form redex2 (t; S ) = (q; s; R), where (q; s) is the found redex, and R
denotes the next state.
The se ond step in the proof (Se tion 3.2) shows that if the annotation is in-time, then the state
doesn't in uen e the redex found. That is, the next redex an be found in two equivalent ways:
redex2 (t[s℄q ; S ) = redex2 (t[s℄q ; R). The proof is then nished by the observation that for the initial
state I , redex2 (t; I ) = redex1 (t).
3.1 Making Re ursion Expli it

This se tion eliminates the double re ursion from norm . In the rst transformation, we repla e
re ursion on subterms by re ursion on positions. This makes it possible to return to a previous stage.
First spe ify:
norm 1 (t; p; L) = t[norm (tjp ; L)℄p

Next, using this de nition and the de ning equations for norm , we an al ulate (Se tion B.1) the
following re ursive de nition for norm 1 :
norm 1 (t; p; [℄) = t8

norm 1 (t; p; [l 7! r jL℄) =

< if tjp = l for some 
norm 1 (t[r ℄p ; p; strat (r ))
: then
else norm 1 (t; p; L)

norm 1 (t; p; [ijL℄) = norm 1 (norm 1 (t; p:i; strat (tjp:i )); p; L)

Next, we eliminate the double re ursion in favour of a sta k, whi h is a list of pairs of previous positions and strategies that are still to be exe uted. To this end, we introdu e the re ursive spe i ation
for norm 2 :
norm 2 (t; [℄) = t
norm 2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = norm 2 (norm 1 (t; p; L); S )

From this spe i ation, and the re ursive equations derived for norm 1 , we an derive (Se tion B.2)
the following re ursive equations for norm 2 :
norm 2 (t; [℄) = t
norm 2 (t; [(p; [℄)jS ℄) = norm
8 if 2t(j t;=S )l for some 
< p
norm 2 (t[r ℄p ; [(p; strat (r ))jS ℄)
norm 2 (t; [(p; [l 7! r jL℄)jS ℄) =
: then
else norm 2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄)
norm 2 (t; [(p; [ijL℄)jS ℄) = norm 2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L)jS ℄)

From this expli it de nition it is easy to guess the next redex that norm 2 will take, given the urrent
state (sta k). This gives rise to the following de nition redex2 (t; S ). The result will be either ?, or a
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triple (q; s; T ), where (q; s) denotes the redex as previously, and T is the sta k after repla ing t[s℄q .
redex2 (t; [℄) = ?
redex2 (t; [(p; [℄)jS ℄) = redex
8 if 2t(jt; =S )l for some 
< p
(p; r ; [(p; strat(r ))jS ℄)
redex2 (t; [(p; [l 7! rjL℄)jS ℄) =
: then
else redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄)
redex2 (t; [(p; [ijL℄)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L)jS ℄)

Given this fun tion redex2 , we an de ne a se ond rewrite sequen e. This time the sequen e is not
memory-less, be ause ea h step hanges the state (sta k S ) of the system.

8 if redex (t; S ) = (q; s; R) for some q, s, R
<
2
then t :: seq 2 (t[s℄q ; R)
seq 2 (t; S ) =
: else hti

In order to he k that redex2 (t; S ) indeed yields the next redex ontra ted by norm 2 in state S , one
an take the spe i ation
norm 3 (t; S ) = last(seq 2 (t; S ))

Using the de nitions of seq 2 and redex2 , one an derive re ursive equations for norm 3 (Se tion B.3),
whi h appear to be exa tly the same as those for norm 2 . We summarize the result of this se tion:

Proposition 6 norm (t; strat (t)) = last(seq 2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄)).
Proof: First, norm 1 (t; p; L) = norm 2 (norm 1 (t; p; L); [℄) = norm 2 (t; [(p; L)℄). Also, norm (t; L) =
t[norm (tj" ; L)℄" = norm 1 (t; "; L). The result follows be ause norm 2 (t; S ) = last(seq 2 (t; S )) by the
previous remark.

2

3.2 Conne ting Memory-less and State-based Strategies

It is now suÆ ient to prove that seq 2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄) = seq 1 (t). This is the ase if redex2 (t; S ) yields
the same redex as redex1 (t), for all rea hable states S . To this end, we rst show that the sta k will
be always well-formed (de ned below). Then we show that in fa t redex2 is a tually independent of
the urrent state, i.e. redex2 (t; S ) = redex2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄) for all sta ks S en ountered (Lemma 10).
Finally, we show that redex2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄) = redex1 (t) (Lemma 11).
We now de ne the set of well-formed sta ks w.r.t. t. Intuitively, the positions in the sta k form a
proper path in t, all annotations on the sta k are in-time, and nodes an be visited at most on e.

De nition 7 The set of well-formed sta ks w.r.t. t are de ned indu tively as follows:

 [℄ is well-formed.
 [("; L)℄ is well-formed, if L is an in-time strategy annotation for head (t).
 [(p:i; K ); (p; L)jS ℄ is well-formed, if [(p; L)jS ℄ is well-formed, and p:i is a position in t and K is
an in-time strategy annotation for head (tjp:i ) and i 62 L.
Lemma 8 If strat is in-time, then it is an invariant of redex2 (and norm 2 and seq 2 ) that the sta k
is well-formed.

Proof: [("; strat (t))℄ is well-formed (initial ondition) and the property is preserved in all re ursive
alls. This relies on the assumption that strategy annotations ontain no dupli ates.

2
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Lemma 9.3

Lemma 9.2

q

p

q

p

s

Lemma 9.1

Finding a redex in

t

Finding a redex in

t[s℄q

Figure 1: The sear h in t an be mimi ked in t[s℄q .
The following te hni al lemma is the ore of the proof. It shows that if sear hing in t from state S
yields a redex (q; s; R), then the sear h in t from S an be mimi ked in t[s℄q , and will lead again to
state R (see Figure 1). The key of the proof is that if rule is not appli able at tjp , then a redu tion
inside tjp an only o ur in an argument whi h is not needed, so also in t[s℄q jp rule will not be
appli able.

Lemma 9 Let strat be in-time. Let [(p; L)jS ℄ be a well-formed sta k. Let redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) =
(q; s; R), for some q , s and R. Then we have:
1. If q 6 p then redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; S ).
2. If p = q then R = [(p; strat (s))jS ℄.

3. If q 6 p, then redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t[s℄q ; R).

Proof:
1. Indu tion on the stru ture of tjp , and for equal tjp on the stru ture of L. The proof pro eeds by
ase distin tion on L.
2. Indu tion on L, using (1) in ase L = [ijL ℄.
0

3. Starting with sta k [(p; L)jS ℄ and term t, redex2 redu es in a number of steps to (q; s; R). The
proof pro eeds by mimi king this redu tion starting with the same sta k in term t[s℄q . The proof
is by indu tion on the number of re ursive alls of redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) to (q; s; R).

Lemma 10 Let strat be in-time.
If redex2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄) = (q; s; R) then redex2 (t[s℄q ; R) = redex2 (t[s℄q ; [("; strat (t[s℄q ))℄).
Proof: If q = ", this follows from the previous lemma (2). Otherwise, q > ", and this follows from
the previous lemma (3).
2
Finally, we prove the relationship between redex1 and redex2 :

4. Implementation and Appli ations
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Lemma 11

1. redex1 (t) = (q; s) () for some R, redex2 (t; [("; strat(t))℄) = (q; s; R)
2. redex1 (t) = ? () redex2 (t; [("; strat(t))℄) = ?

Proof: The proof follows from the following propositions, whi h an be proved by simultaneous
indu tion on the stru ture of tjp and, for equal tjp , on L.
1. if redex1 (tjp ; L) = (q; s), then for some R, redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = (p:q; s; R).
2. if redex1 (tjp ; L) = ?, then redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; S ).

2

Proposition 12 If strat is in-time, then seq 2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄) = seq 1 (t).
Proof: Using Lemma 10 and Lemma 11 the de nition of seq 2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄) an be transformed
into the de nition of seq 1 (t) (see Appendix C).
2

4. Implementation and Appli ations
We have onstru ted a C-implementation of the fun tion norm , whi h a ts as an interpreter of a given
TRS annotated by some strategy. As a default, the system omputes the just-in-time strategy during
initialization. There are some implementation issues that we have not dealt with in this paper.
First, a rule : f (x) 7! g (x; x; x) with annotation [ ; 1℄, would opy all redexes in x three times.
Therefore, in our implementation we use maximally shared terms (DAGs), in whi h x o urs only
on e. The implementation uses the eÆ ient annotated term library [4℄, providing maximally shared
terms, garbage olle tion and term tables (for memoization) for free.
Another issue is that in a rule : f (x) 7! g (x) with annotation [1; ℄, rst x is normalized by f to
n, and then g(n) is alled. Be ause g doesn't know that n is normal, it will traverse the whole n. To
avoid this, all subterms whi h are known to be normal are marked. So g will get a marked argument,
whi h it doesn't traverse. If the annotation would be [ ; 1℄, as with the just-in-time strategy, g would
get x unmarked.
Consider the rule : f (x) 7! g (h(x)). In innermost rewriting, x an be normalized, passing the
result to fun tion f . Then f alls fun tion h and g , respe tively. These fun tions expe t normal forms
as arguments. Note that the term h(x) is not a tually built by f . With the annotation [ ; 1℄ this is
not possible. We have to build at least the term h(x), whi h must be passed to g before normalization.
At this point we have to fa e some penalty ompared to innermost rewriting, be ause term formation
is relatively expensive, espe ially for maximally shared terms.
The just-in-time strategy is de ned as follows. For any fun tion symbol f , with arity n, take the
list [1; : : : ; n℄. Next, insert ea h rule dire tly after the last argument position that it needs (due to
mat hing or non-linearity). If several rules are pla ed between i and i + 1, the textual order of the
original spe i ation is maintained.
We applied this interpreter to several spe i ations, with satisfa tory results. The appli ation domain is veri ation of distributed systems, where a system spe i ation has a pro ess part and an
algebrai data spe i ation part. A theorem prover is being implemented, to solve boolean ombinations of equalities over the algebrai data spe i ation, by a ombination of BDDs and term rewriting,
along the lines of [12℄. In many ases, innermost rewriting didn't lead to a normal form. Below we
list a number of rules in order to illustrate this point:
:
F _x
:
T _x
:
ount(l)
Æ : div(m; n)
 : rem(m; n)

7! x
7! T
7! if (empty(l); 0; 1 + ount(tail(l)))
7! if (m < n; 0; 1 + div(m n; n))
7 if (m < n; m; rem(m n; n))
!
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On losed lists, ount terminates with the just-in-time annotation [ ; 1℄ (assuming standard de nitions
of empty and tail), but it diverges with innermost rewriting. This an be solved by using pattern
mat hing. However, this solution is not easily available for div and rem (division and remainder).
Assuming standard de nitions of and <, these fun tions terminate on losed numerals m and n for
positive n, with the just-in-time annotation [Æ=; 1; 2℄, but they diverge with innermost rewriting. The
just-in-time annotation for _ is [1; ; ; 2℄. With this annotation, eq (n; 0) _ div (m; n) < m terminates
for all numerals m and n, even for n = 0, provided eq (0; 0) ! T .
The just-in-time strategy works from left-to-right. Sometimes it is more eÆ ient to start with
another argument. One ould devise an algorithm to transform a TRS by reordering the arguments
to the fun tion symbols. In general, one ould study whi h of the full and in-time annotations yields
the most eÆ ient strategy for a given TRS.

5. Open problems
We mentioned that in many examples, the just-in-time strategy has a better termination behaviour
than innermost rewriting. We now generalize this to the following:

Conje ture 13 Let R be a TRS with strat a full and in-time strategy annotation. If t is strongly
leftmost-innermost normalizing then the strategy strat on t terminates.
(If the rules are non-root-overlapping, \strongly" an be dropped). This would be an important
result, impli ating that a rewrite implementation an make the transition from leftmost-innermost to
just-in-time rewriting, without reper ussions for the users. The improvement would be onservative,
in the sense that all previous examples still terminate, and some more.
We restri ted attention to deterministi strategies. By dividing the annotations in groups, one
ould denote non-deterministi strategies. I.e. [f1; 2; 3g; f ; ; g℄ ould denote the innermost strategy,
not just left-most innermost. In the proof ma hinery, redexes must be repla ed by sets of redexes,
and the deterministi sequen es by transition systems. In fa t our proof is a bisimulation proof on
sequen es and this te hnique arries over to transition systems in a straightforward way2 . However,
the straightforward implementation of annotation [1; 2℄ would either hoose to normalize the rst
argument ompletely, or the se ond whi h is not memory-less. A memory-less strategy would allow
alternations of steps in the rst and se ond argument.
Another indi ation that the non-deterministi ase is di erent is that the following TRS (after
Toyama), is a ounter-example to our onje ture:
: f (0; 1; x) 7! f (x; x; x)

: 2 7! 0

: 2 7! 1

Any innermost redu tion of f (0; 1; 2) terminates. But the non-deterministi strategy indi ated by
f : [0; 1; ; 2℄ and 2 : [f ; g℄ allows an in nite redu tion f (0; 1; 2) ! f (2; 2; 2) ! f (0; 2; 2) ! f (0; 1; 2).
2 History-sensitive non-deterministi strategies form a oalgebra:

Memory

. The strategy is memory-less if

State ' Term

State ! P Redex  State

; it is deterministi

State ' Term 

(
), where
if the set on the right is a singleton.
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A. Laws on Positions
The following laws hold for any terms t; s; r and positions p in t and q in tjp ( f. [1, Lemma 3.4.1℄).
They are silently used in the sequel.

tjp jq
t[s℄p jp
t[tjp ℄p
t[s℄p:q [r℄p
tjp [s℄q

=
=
=
=
=

tjp:q
s
t
t[r℄p
t[s℄p:q jp

B. Program Transformations
B.1 From

norm to norm 1

Take as de nition:

norm 1 (t; p; L) = t[norm (tjp ; L)℄p

Then al ulate:
norm 1 (t; p; [℄) = t[norm (tjp ; [℄)℄p
= t[tjp ℄p
= t

Let

: l 7! r. If tjp = l , for some  , then:

norm 1 (t; p; [ jL℄) =
=
=
=

If tjp 6= l , for any  , then:

t[norm (tjp ; [ jL℄)℄p
t[norm (r ; strat (r ))℄p
t[r ℄p [norm (t[r ℄p jp ; strat (r ))℄p
norm 1 (t[r ℄p ; p; strat (r ))

norm 1 (t; p; [ jL℄) = t[norm (tjp ; [ jL℄)℄p
= t[norm (tjp ; L)℄p
= norm 1 (t; p; L)

Finally,
norm 1 (t; p; [ijL℄) = t[norm (tjp ; [ijL℄)℄p
= t[norm (tjp [norm (tjp ji ; strat (tjp ji ))℄i ; L)℄p
= t[norm (tjp [norm (tjp:i ; strat (tjp:i ))℄i ; L)℄p
= fintrodu e abbreviation Ag
t[norm (tjp [A℄i ; L)℄p
= t[A℄p:i [norm (tjp [A℄i ; L)℄p
= t[A℄p:i [norm (t[A℄p:i jp ; L)℄p
= norm 1 (t[A℄p:i ; p; L)
= norm 1 (t[norm (tjp:i ; strat (tjp:i ))℄p:i ; p; L)
= norm 1 (norm 1 (t; p:i; strat (tjp:i )); p; L)
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B. Program Transformations
B.2 From

norm 1 to norm 2

Take as de nition:
norm 2 (t; [℄) = t
norm 2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = norm 2 (norm 1 (t; p; L); S )

Then al ulate:
norm 2 (t; [(p; [℄)jS ℄) = norm 2 (norm 1 (t; p; [℄); S )
= norm 2 (t; S )

Let

: l 7! r, if tjp = l for some  , then:

norm 2 (t; [(p; [ jL℄)jS ℄) = norm 2 (norm 1 (t; p; [ jL℄); S )
= norm 2 (norm 1 (t[r ℄p ; p; strat (r )); S )
= norm 2 (t[r ℄p ; [(p; strat (r ))jS ℄)

If tjp 6= l for any  , then:

norm 2 (t; [(p; [ jL℄)jS ℄) = norm 2 (norm 1 (t; p; [ jL℄); S )
= norm 2 (norm 1 (t; p; L); S )
= norm 2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄)

Finally,
norm 2 (t; [(p; [ijL℄)jS ℄) =
=
=
=
B.3 From

last(seq 2 )

to

norm 2 (norm 1 (t; p; [ijL℄); S )
norm 2 (norm 1 (norm 1 (t; p:i; strat (tjp:i )); p; L); S )
norm 2 (norm 1 (t; p:i; strat (tjp:i )); [(p; L)jS ℄)
norm 2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L)jS ℄)

norm 3

Take as a de nition:
norm 3 (t; S ) = last(seq 2 (t; S ))

We will use several times that if redex2 (t; S ) = redex2 (t; R), then seq 2 (t; S ) = seq 2 (t; R). Now
al ulate:
norm 3 (t; [℄) = last(seq 2 (t; [℄))
= fredex2 (t; [℄) = ?g
last(hti)
= t

Next,
norm 3 (t; [(p; [℄)jS ℄) = last(seq 2 (t; [(p; [℄)jS ℄))
= fredex2 (t; [(p; [℄)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; S )g
last(seq 2 (t; S ))
= norm 3 (t; S )
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: l 7! r and tjp = l , for some  :

Next, if

norm 3 (t; [(p; [ jL℄)jS ℄) = last(seq 2 (t; [(p; [ jL℄)jS ℄))
= fredex2 (t; [(p; [ jL℄)jS ℄) = (p; r ; [(p; strat (r ))jS ℄)g
last(t :: seq 2 (t[r ℄p ; [(p; strat (r ))jS ℄))
= last(seq 2 (t[r ℄p ; [(p; strat (r ))jS ℄))
= norm 3 (t[r ℄p ; [(p; strat (r ))jS ℄)

Otherwise, if tjp 6= l for any  :

norm 3 (t; [(p; [ jL℄)jS ℄) = last(seq 2 (t; [(p; [ jL℄)jS ℄))
= fredex2 (t; [(p; [ jL℄)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄)g
last(seq 2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄))
= norm 3 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄)

Finally,

norm 3 (t; [(p; [ijL℄)jS ℄) = last(seq 2 (t; [(p; [ijL℄)jS ℄))
= fredex2 (t; [(p; [ijL℄)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L)jS ℄)g
last(seq 2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L)jS ℄))
= norm 3 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L)jS ℄)

C. Full Proofs of Lemma 9{12
Proof of Lemma 9.1. Let strat be in-time, let [(p; L)jS ℄ be a well-formed sta k, and assume that
redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = (q; s; R), where q 6 p. We have to prove: redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; S ).
This is by indu tion on tjp and within that on L. We pro eed by ase distin tion on L.

 L = [℄: In this ase, redex2 (t; [(p; [℄)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; S ) by de nition.
 L = [l 7! rjL ℄: If l = tjp , then p = q, in ontradi tion with the assumption q 6 p. So l 6= tjp
0

for any  . Then

redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p; L0 )jS ℄)
= fIndu tion Hypothesis (L0 < L)g
redex2 (t; S )

 L = [ijL ℄: First note that if q  p:i then q  p.
redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L )jS ℄)
= fIndu tion Hypothesis (tjp:i < tjp )g
redex2 (t; [(p; L )jS ℄)
= fIndu tion Hypothesis (L < L)g
0

0

0

0

redex2 (t; S )

Proof of Lemma 9.2. Let strat be in-time, let [(p; L)jS ℄ be a well-formed sta k, and assume that
redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = (p; s; R). We must prove: R = [(p; strat (s))jS ℄. This is by indu tion on L:

 L = [℄: Impossible, be ause p is not revisited from sta k S (here well-formedness of [(p; L)jS ℄ is
used).
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C. Full Proofs of Lemma 9{12

 L = [ijL ℄:
0

(p; s; R) = redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄)
= redex2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L )jS ℄)
= fp 6 p:i, so use Lemma 9.1g
redex2 (t; [(p; L )jS ℄)
0

0

Hen e by Indu tion Hypothesis (L < L), R = [(p; strat (s))jS ℄.
0

L

= [l 7! rjL ℄: If tjp = l , for some  , then R = [(p; strat (s))jS ℄ by de nition of redex2 .
Otherwise, tjp 6= l , for any  , then
0

(p; s; R) = redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p; L )jS ℄)
0

Hen e by Indu tion Hypothesis, R = [(p; strat (s))jS ℄.

Proof of Lemma 9.3. Let strat be in-time, let [(p; L)jS ℄ be a well-formed sta k, and assume that
redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = (q; s; R), with q 6 p. We prove: redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t[s℄q ; R).
Starting with sta k [(p; L)jS ℄ and term t, redex2 redu es in a number of steps to (q; s; R). The proof
pro eeds by mimi king this redu tion starting with the same sta k in term t[s℄q (see Figure 1). The
proof is by indu tion on the number of re ursive alls of redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) to (q; s; R). Distinguish
ases for L.

L=

[℄. Note that redex2 (t; [(p; [℄)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; S ) and similarly, redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p; [℄)jS ℄) =
redex2 (t[s℄q ; S ). S 6= [℄, for then the result would be ?. By well-formedness of S , p = p0 :j
and S = [(p0 ; L0 )jS 0 ℄ for some p0 ; L0 ; S 0 . Note that q 6 p0 . Hen e by indu tion hypothesis,
redex2 (t[s℄q ; S ) = redex2 (t[s℄q ; R).

L

= [ijL ℄. Then (q; s; R) = redex2 (t; [(p; [ijL ℄)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L )jS ℄).
Distinguish ases:
0

0

0

{ If p:i = q, then by Lemma 9.2, R = [(p:i; strat (s)); (p; L )jS ℄.
redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p; [ijL ℄)jS ℄) = redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p:i; strat (t[s℄q jp:i )); (p; L )jS ℄)
= redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p:i; strat (s)); (p; L )jS ℄)
= redex2 (t[s℄q ; R)
0

0

0

0

{ Otherwise, if p:i 6= q, then q 6 p:i. Note that the new sta k is well-formed, be ause i 62 L

0

by the assumption that annotations have no dupli ates. So the indu tion hypothesis an
be used.
redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p; [ijL0 ℄)jS ℄) = redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p:i; strat (t[s℄q jp:i )); (p; L0 )jS ℄)
= fhead(t[s℄q jp:i ) = head(tjp:i )g
redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L0 )jS ℄)
= fBy Indu tion Hypothesisg
redex2 (t[s℄q ; R)

L

= [l 7! rjL ℄. Note that if tjp = l for some  , then (q; s; R) = redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) =
(p; r ; [(p; strat (r ))jS ℄), whi h ontradi ts q 6 p (in fa t this ase is dealt with in part 2).
Hen e tjp 6= l for any  . We rst prove that t[s℄q jp 6= l for any  . This is done by distinguishing
two ases:
0

{ If q 6> p, then t[s℄q jp = tjp , so t[s℄q jp 6= l for any .
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{ If q > p, then q = p:i:p for some i; p . In this ase i 2 L, be ause p:i will not be revisited
from S by the well-formedness of S . Be ause L is in-time, argument i is not needed by rule
l 7! r, so by Lemma 1, t[s℄q jp 6= l , for any .
Now (q; s; R) = redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p; L )jS ℄). Similarly, redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p; L)jS ℄) =
redex2 (t[s℄q ; [(p; L )jS ℄). By indu tion hypothesis the latter equals redex2 (t[s℄q ; R).
2
0

0

0

0

Proof of Lemma 10. Let strat be in-time, and let redex2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄) = (q; s; R). We must
prove: redex2 (t[s℄q ; R) = redex2 (t[s℄q ; [("; strat (t[s℄q ))℄).

 If q = ", then

redex2 (t[s℄" ; R) =

fby Lemma 9.2g

redex2 (t[s℄" ; [("; strat (s))℄)
= redex2 (t[s℄" ; [("; strat (t[s℄" ))℄)



Otherwise, q > ", so q 6 ". Then we have:
redex2 (t[s℄q ; R) =

fby Lemma 9.3g

redex2 (t[s℄q ; [("; strat (t))℄)
= fhead(t[s℄q ) = head(t)g
redex2 (t[s℄q ; [("; strat (t[s℄q ))℄)

Proof of Lemma 11. We have to prove the following:
1. if redex1 (tjp ; L) = (q; s), then for some R, redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = (p:q; s; R).
2. if redex1 (tjp ; L) = ?, then redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; S ).

The proof is by simultaneous indu tion, on tjp and within that on L. The proof pro eeds by ase
distin tion on L:

 L = [℄:

1. redex1 (tjp ; L) = (q; s): Impossible
2. redex1 (tjp ; L) = ?: By de nition, redex2 (t; [(p; [℄)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; S ).

 L = [ijL ℄:
0

1. redex1 (tjp ; L) = (q; s): Distinguish ases:
{ redex1 (tjp:i ; strat (tjp:i )) = ?: Then (q; s) = redex1 (tjp ; L) = redex1 (tjp ; L ), and
redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L )jS ℄)
= fBy Indu tion Hypothesis (2) (tjp:i < tjp )g
redex2 (t; [(p; L )jS ℄)
= fBy Indu tion Hypothesis (1) (L < L)g
(p:q; s; R) for some R
{ redex1 (tjp:i ; strat (tjp:i )) = (q ; s ): Then q = i:q and s = s.
redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L )jS ℄)
= fBy Indu tion Hypothesis (1) (tjp:i < tjp )g
(p:i:q ; s ; R) for some R
= (p:q; s; R)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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C. Full Proofs of Lemma 9{12

2. redex1 (tjp ; L) = ?: Then both redex1 (tjp:i ; strat (tjp:i )) = ? and redex1 (tjp ; L ) = ?. Hen e
0

redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p:i; strat (tjp:i )); (p; L0 )jS ℄)
= fBy Indu tion Hypothesis (2) (tjp:i < tjp )g
redex2 (t; [(p; L0 )jS ℄)
= fBy Indu tion Hypothesis (2) (L0 < L)g
redex2 (t; S )

 L = [l 7! rjL ℄:
1. redex1 (tjp ; L) = (q; s): Distinguish ases.
{ If tjp = l for some , then (q; s) = redex1 (tjp ; L) = ("; r ) and
redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = (p; r ; [(p; strat (r ))jS ℄)
0

= (p:"; r ; R) for some R
{ Otherwise, if tjp 6= l for any , then (q; s) = redex1 (tjp ; L) = redex1 (tjp ; L ), and
redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p; L )jS ℄)
= fBy Indu tion Hypothesis (1) (L < L)g
(p:q; s; R) for some R

2. redex1 (tjp ; L) = ?: Then tjp 6= l for any  . So ? = redex1 (tjp ; L) = redex1 (tjp ; L ), and
0

0

0

0

redex2 (t; [(p; L)jS ℄) = redex2 (t; [(p; L0 )jS ℄)
= fBy Indu tion Hypothesis (2) (L0 < L)g
redex2 (t; S )

Proof of Proposition 12.

We must prove that seq 2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄) = seq 1 (t). In order to present
this as a program transformation, we introdu e the following spe i ation as a de nition:
seq 3 (t) = seq 2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄)

Now we al ulate:
seq 3 (t) = seq 2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄)
8 if redex (t; [("; strat (t))℄) = (q; s; R) for some q, s, R
<
2
then t :: seq 2 (t[s℄q ; R)
=

:

=

=
=

else hti

Lemma 10g
8fBy
< if redex2 (t; [("; strat (t))℄) = (q; s; R) for some q, s, R
t :: seq 2 (t[s℄q ; [("; strat (t[s℄q ))℄)
: then
else hti
8 if redex (t; [("; strat (t))℄) = (q; s; R) for some q, s, R
<
2
then t :: seq 3 (t[s℄q )
: else hti
Lemma 11g
8<fBy
if redex1 (t) = (q; s) for some q, s
t :: seq 3 (t[s℄q )
: then
else hti

This is exa tly the de ning equation of seq 1 .

